[Cause for maintaining high instability at the yellow gene in Drosophila melanogaster lines, isolated during the "mode for mutation" period in Uman populations].
Mobile genetic elements are responsible for most spontaneous mutations in Drosophila melenogaster. The discovered in the 1980s phenomenon of frequent change of the wild-type yellow phenotype for a mutant one, and vice-versa, in strains of Drosophila melanogaster isolated from the Uman' natural population can be, according to our data, explained by repeated inversions and reinversions of the gene regulatory region located between the two copies of the hobo transport. However, most molecular genetic events accompanying the process can occur without the phenotype change. After several generations, the strains, remaining phenotypically unchanged, can possess different molecular genetic properties with respect to yellow. Using genetically homogenous or isogenic strains for the genetic analysis or for production of the new plant cultivars or animal breeds, geneticists and breeders often face the problem of stability of the strains. In the present study, the mechanism underlying the generation of instability at the yellow locus of D. melanogaster determined by the hobo-induced genome instability is described.